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Kevin is a Manager at Wexted Advisors, a boutique firm providing 

independent and specialised structuring advisory services to clients facing 

or exposed to business challenges, or confronting complex transactions or 

situations.  

  Summary 

Kevin joined Wexted Advisors in 2021.  

Kevin brings with him 5 years’ experience in insolvency and restructuring, 

having previously held senior positions at Grant Thornton and Worrells. 

Kevin is a registered Chartered Accountant and a professional member of 

the Australian Restructuring, Insolvency & Turnaround Association, bringing 

extensive technical knowledge to each engagement. 

Wexted Advisors 
Our specialised services include: 

 Evaluations: reporting on financial performance and position and options 
available for owners/stakeholders 

 Forecasting: reviewing and preparing forecasts to measure profitability and 
debt serviceability, working capital and the economic interests of 
debt/equity within capital structure 

 Structuring: formulating structural, capital, financial and operational 
solutions  

 Transactions: structuring and completing difficult acquisitions and 
divestments 

 Solvency: delivering Expert Reports for court proceedings or mediation 

 Insolvency: administration, receivership and liquidation processes with 
emphasis on complex cases 

 Litigation: practical management of and commercial advice in complex 
litigation and mediation 

 Governance: identification of governance shortcomings and resolution of 
disputes 

Sector experience 
Kevin has worked on a diverse range of appointments, transactions and 

investigations across industry sectors, however brings specialisations in the 

retail, property and construction industries. He has played key roles in the 

successful restructuring of large retail organisations, and complex 

investigations and public examinations of sizeable construction companies. 
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Kevin Chen                

Recent experience 

Miniso Australia (Voluntary Administration):  

Successful restructure of popular retailer of Japanese household products. 

Profitable trade-on of over 30 retail stores through COVID-19 pandemic. 

Favourable restructure of retail leases, resulting in the preservation of 31 out 

of 33 stores. 

Bankstown Compass Centre (Voluntary Administration): 

Profitable trade-on and successful restructure of operator of shopping centre 

complex, resulting in a 100c/$ return to unsecured creditors.   

 

 

 

 


